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Jack Finnbogason 
"Last peaceful protest ,, Were ou 
His Lordship has been an-
nouncing his required yearly 
payments. It's been a hard 
year for some of us. All was in 
a hush, but, the whispers 
started. Just a small whisper 
in passing, yet it grew. It 
was nurtured and fed. The 
Whisper grew. The keepers of 
the Whisper were happy. As 
the Whisper grew, it became 
louder, more sure of itself. 
by M. Mary Palffy 
Soon, the People of Banana 
Republic amassed to hear the 
Whisper. Things happened, 
another session of the 
Whisper was needed. More 
people came. The Whisper 
grew louder once again and a 
wee bit more sure of itself. 
Some called for a different 
thought. "Well, let's not pay 
this year, it's too high; we 
can't afford this! 
The Whisper smiled. 
His lordship was a little 
miffed, but it was such a 
beautiful day to sit and chat 
with his vassals. He had many 
things to speak of as tea was 
served. Things had expanded 
in the Republic. Many fine 
new things had been bought 
and made. Yes, things were 
different now, events to look 
forward to.Why, there was 
even celebration and hustle 
and buslte in the streets. 
Down in the streets more 
whispers grew. One even said 
that the people should come to 
a common stand against pay-
ment this year, said we could 
not afford these payments. The Solidarty Machine orch- The turnout for the rally 
The keepers were delighted estrated another spectical in indicates that support for Soli-
that so many whispers were the continuing anti-Bennett clarity is definitely increasing 
born, more would grow. as more people become aware 
His Lordship and his vassals that this ''restraint effects 
drank their tea and talked everyone (including students) 
their talk. The keepers kept 1-:-b-u""':d_g_e_t_c_a_m_p_al:-.g-n--m-as-s-:i-n-g and is not just a union issue. 
feeding and kept nurturing, close to 50,000 protesters for a Art Kube, President of the 
the Whispers grew. If only his march and rally in downtown B.C. Federation of Labour, 
'Lordship could hear the Vancouver Saturday. spoke at length on this issue 
Whispers ; if only the With the Socred Convention saying that we must pull 
Whispers could speak louder, held in the Hotel Vancouver together and show a unified 
more clearly. Things were affording the closest to direct front by supporting the Nov-
pretty much the same as usual confrontation possible the ember 1 general strike. 
in the Banana Republic ... the march instinctively became It has gone past the stage of 
Whisper has said that Nov. 1, much more vocal and almost legislative action as the 
would be a good day to start militant as the ashen faced Socreds will not listen co 
screaming. Will his Lordship Socred Delegates huddled be- reason and a more direct 
hear? hind their wall of police. action must be taken. 
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World Class Tennis Under the Dome 
The $250,000 Labatts Blue as he easily won all his 
Invitational round-robin tourn- matches . Connors clearly sho-
ament took place at Vancouv- wed why he has maintained 
er, B.C. Place Stadium from his ranking as one of the top 
three tennis players in the 
world today. His sizzling 
by Darrow Lee returns and extremely hard 
two-handed backhands were 
-----------~· dominating on the fast-paced Oct . 4-0ct. 9. It featured such ' court . 
tennis stars ..... as-Jimmy Conn- To the delight of the fans, he 
ors, Bill Scanlon , Roscoe Tan- changed the tone of most 
: r , J ose-Luis Elerc, Wojtek serious games by showing the 
Fibak , Tim Mayotte , and com- very humorous side of his 
ing stars Jimmy Brown, and personality. 
Glen Michibata. Besides the top prize money , 
J immy Connors entered the there were hefty consolation 
tournament as the favorite to prizes of $60,000 for the 
win the top prize of $100 ,000 . runner up and $25 ,000 for 
He did not disappoint his fans each of the losing semi-
~M~%'~-, 
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finalists. 
As it turned out, Scanlon was 
the runner-up, while Tanner 
and Mayotte took home 
$25,000 each; Michibata and 
Clerc each took home $12,500; 
with $7,500 being awarded to 
Fibak and Brown for coming_ 
last. 
Considering that it has been 
12 years since a professional 
men's tournament was last 
held in Vancouver, the initial 
reaction to the tournament 
indicated that Vancouverites 
are still a little hesitant as to 
whether big.name tennis wou-
ld be good entertainment for 
the Canadian dollar. 
Undoubtedly, most of the 
fans came to see the ever 
popular " rampage of the U.S. 
Open" Jimmy Connors .His 
matches alone provided Van-
couverites with the kind of 
tennis that he has so often 
demonstrated on T .V. 
The other tennis stars also 
lived up to expectation as they 
showed why they are some of 
the worlds best. Probably, the 
most <::ommon reason for their 
cameo appearance in Van-
couver was to try to gain a 
share of the top prize money , 
and to possibly seek some kind 
of revenge for their many 
defeats at the hands of Con-
nors . To other tennis stars like 
Michibata and Brown who are 
both relatively new on the 
tennis circuit, this tournament 
was more of a challenge. 
On a less important front, 
this tournament marked the 
very first tennis match in the 
intimate surroundings of the 
new B.C. Place Half-Amphi-
theatre. To much of the de-
light of the tennis fans that 
watched the games, the cozy 
surroundings and light blueish 
courts made most nights quite 
enjoyable . Much of the credit 
should be directed towards 
Perryscope who produced the 
tournament, and B.C. Place 
Stadium management and 
staff who definitely put a lot of 
effort into this new venture. 
Anyway you like it-
on the rocks, with 
orange juice or 
your favourite mix-
Southern Comfort is 
the one and only! 
Southern Comfurt. Its special taste made it famous . 
Send for a free Rec ipe Guide: Southern Comfort Corporat ion, P.O. Box 775, Place Bonaventure, Montreal, Quebec H5A 1E1. 
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dents, faculty and campus 
workers are starting battle 
preparations for a possi~le 
province-wide general stnke 
that appears more likely every 
day . 
The province is already beset 
by sporadic strikes aimed at 
the Social Credit govern-
ment 's controversial restraint 
package , and union leaders 
are threatening further action. 
If a strike comes as expected 
in mid November , pickets will 
likely go up around B.C.'s 
campuses . 
Zimmerman said students 
must show the government 
they are prepare_d to fig?t t?e 
restraint legislauon, whtch In-
cludes cutbacks in university 
funding and student aid . · 
Leaders of the UVic faculty 
association and the campus 
local of the Canadian Union of 
Public Employees say their 
members will likely support a 
general strike if one is called. 
Have You Been To'Wed Today? 
The Defend Education Serv-
ices Coalition, composed of 
B.C. students , teachers , cam-
pus workers and faculty, ?as 
already discussed a posstble 
one-day closure of B.C . 's pub-
lic schools and post secondary 
institutions, the University of 
Victoria student society was 
told in October. 
Operation Solidarity mem-
bers at the University of B.C. 
held an Oct. 13 rally to show 
their opposition , and 1,000 
students at Simon Fraser Un-
iversity recently attended a 
general meeting to build a 
strategy against the Socred 
package. 
Public opposition to the 
Social Credit government has 
steadily increased since the 
budget was brought down July 
7. 
To: All personnel ing cars should contact the 
From: Campus Manager New Westminster Police De-
Security partment to determine if their 
Re : Parking/Towing car has been towed or stolen . 
must not park m restric- Persons who~e car has suff-
d driveways reserved for ered mechamcal breakdown 
ANDICAPPED PARKING • should advise IMPARK , the 
IMS /TECHNICAL SERV- Secur~ty Desk or the Manager 
ICES , the LIBRARY A.V. Secunty and _ arr~nge to re-
SERVICE DRIVE* the main move the vehtcle m a reason-
RECEIVING AREA and the able period of ~ime . 
FOOD SERVICES AREA DRI- We do not wtsh to ~o":' cars 
VE . please help us to avotd tt. 
The College will not be held Thank you 
liable for any damage to Ken McCoy _ 
vehicles on campus parking Campus Manager Secunty 
lots and/ or subsequently tow- and Building Servic~s 
ed away . Owners of miss- P .S. Unfortunately m the the 
Restraint!? 
The "pretend restraint" accidents may occur because 
budget of the Socreds' has of faulty equipment and lack 
shifted priorities away from of supervision. 
the people it's suppose to Meanwhile the Education 
serve , especially students . Ministry wants productivity to 
~-....:...---:.......--..:..------ increase by 5 percent each 
by Sandra McMillian year. That sounds very im-
Students are havmg so much pressive but what does it 
difficulty coping with the mean? 
changes in the Education "We're working on that" , 
Ministry's policies that many was the answer) ack Finn bog-
unable to carry on with ason , president of the 
· studies . C.I.E .A. of B.C. got .. . 
oney is the main issue. He . was told th~t tt ha~ tt 
Tuition- fees are up yet stu- nothmg to do wtth teachmg 
dent loan funding was cut 40 more: students but _understood 
h . d th that tt meant teachmg courses percent t ts year an e . · d d 
criteria for undertaking a stu- ftha
1 
t the mh tntsthry ~em; d u~~~ 
dent loan was changed radic- u , nodt t ose t at t e s u e 
ally making it difficult for wTahnte : . . 
1 
'd 
I e mtmstry ts a so const er-anyone to get oans. - · 1- · h fi 1 F h . . t tton mg specta tzmg t e tve ower or t e mcrease 10 ut . 1 d II Th fees, students are not getting mamldabn dco _eges . h il ey 
£ h · wou e rna e mto tee n og-
more or t ~tr ~o~ey. . ical institutes ie. D.C. of 
In ~any msutuuons eqml?- N . f Ca Business 
ment ts outdated and there ts C ufismg 0 P· 
no money to replace it. Labs No ege_.d , S b d t 
are crowded and there is not . eat 1 ea. orne 0 Y mus 
enough funding for sufficient thtnk so but I sure don't. Do 
lab assistants. Instructors fear you? 
last week a number of vehicles 
have violated the Royal Ave. 
handicapped parking areas 
and have been towed away. 
Consequently such inconven-
ience and costs $40.00 re-
claimation are incurred . 
And Hendrick Zimmerman , a 
member of the student society 
board of directors , urged UVic 
students to consider a warning 
strike of their own. 
Along with cutbacks to ed-
ucation , the restraint package 
includes bills that would lead 
to massive layoffs of govern-
ment workers and drastic re-
ductions in social services . 
Maple Ridge Report 
"Oh by the way, today is students about Sean and his ~t~dents to com_e 
1 
out for a 
votidg day! proposals. Gerry Oikawa also breath of fresh atr. 
"Yeah? For what?" went to Maple Ridge and GORDON BRYAN-Elected-42 
Vice-Presidency of Douglas slapped posters all over thf' votes 
College Student Society." campus, but addressed no- STEWART WOOLVERTON-
"Who's running?" one , a politically suicid~l move defeated-37 votes 
"I don't know." in his bid for the prestdency. GERRY OIKAWA-Defeated-
The Maple Ridge students 14 votes 
by Doug Lewis have started a petition to ask Spoiled at Royal site 19 
On Oct. 13 , voting day for the for a clau~e in the nomination Note : Maple Ridge ballots 
election of a new Vice-Presi- form , w_htch would _ state that were all marked in pen , thus, 
dent in the Douglas College all candtdates runn~ng for the according to Provincial ballot-
Student Society Council, stud- positions of Prestden~ and ing regulations (c~unt-up sy_s-
ents at Douglas College , Ma- Vice President be reqmred to tern used by elecuon commtt-
ple Ridge Campus, asked present themselves to Maple tee) it was necessary to ~on­
these questions over and over Ridge student _body , or to send sider them all as spotled 
again . The only answer they a representative , t? expresd ballots. For information pur-
got was "The names are on that candidates' vtews an poses Maple Ridge count-up 
the. ball~ts!" . , proposals , if ele~ted. would have been as follows : 
"Where is Maple Rtdge? It's a short dnve to Maple GERRY OIKAWA-10 votes 
you ask . Well, Map~e Ridge is Ridge and the co~s are fen- STEWART WOOLVERTON-4 
approximately 23 mtles· east of ~ed_, so we of thts cat? pus votes 
New Westminster, on the mvtte not only the nommees GORDON BRYAN-1 vote 
same side of the river, and is .!f~o!.r_:o~f;!fi!!tc;_:;e;.:., _b~u~t:;,..:a:.;,l:.,l .;,N.;.e;.w;.;....;W.;...e_st _____________ "': 
hard to miss if you follow the 
Lougheed Highway which 
runs directly through it . 
In the election for the presid-
ency of the D.C .S.S. approxi-
mately 35 percent of the 
Maple Ridge student body 
·went to the polls, while a 
blistering 3-5 percent of -the 
New Westminster student 
body cast their votes. . 
Maple Ridge voters cmched 
the presidency for Sean Bll:l-
derstone because Martm 
Hemerik: his campaign man-
ager, came out_ to address 
PLEASE NOTE 
Due to delays in the Student The Student Society does not 
Finance Of~ce this ~ememster supply change . _ 
the deadltne to app~y for There is a change machme 
scholarships and bursanes ad- located in the lower Cafeteria 
ministered by Douglas Coli- (right next to the vending 
ege , has been extended to machines) that dispenses qua-
October 21. . rters for $1.00 $2.00 and $5.00 
Applications are available to bills Thank you for your 
the Student Finance Office. co-operation in not requesting 
A~ard . Descriptions are con- change from the 8tudent Soc-
tamed m the Douglas College iety in future. 
Calendar. 
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Silly Staffbox 
It was a dark and stormy night. Suddenly Martin 
Hemerik., our new Production Coordinator yelled 
• 'Let there be light''. Immediately the production 
staff, including Sandra McMillan, the News Coord-
inator, all began running around yelling "xerox, 
xerox" or was that "copy, copy"? 
Bill's Bills Bad 
Meanwhile, our dedicated Photo Tech, Sean 
Valentini was heard to yell "not yet, I haven't 
finished in the dark room! '' 
While Vic Cromarty kept everyone in agony by 
singing off key to his Robert Gordon tape, Ernest 
Hawker was secretly plotting to exact his revenge on 
him.-for- dressing more preppy than he did. Mary 
Palffy wore her red beret in the meantime and 
attempted to figure out how long it would take her to 
become a millionaire on the money she makes asAd 
manager. 
In another room ,DanH:Jborn wrote a stunning 
review of the book The Right Stuff and had Craig 
Bottomfish whip up a quick illo. 
Okay, let's talk budget. Lis-
ten up, this is important. You 
say that you came here to be 
educated, uh huh, what does 
by M.Mary Palffy 
Bill 6 say? How does it affect 
you? Do you know? Do you 
care? • 'The Education Finance 
Amendment Act gives the 
minister powers to supervise 
budgets and expenditures by 
each school board." Do you 
keep hearing things like "sor-
1ry, we don't have the money to 
give you" or "lack of funds~ 
no can do.'' If there is a lack of 
funds, why did U.B.C. Chan-
rt"llor Peterson receive a mere 
half a million dollars to refurb-
ish his residence? Just some-
thing to think about on a 
Socred rainy day. Education 
for the Elite? 
Here's another one. See ·how 
you like this; Bill 5 says, · 
"The Residential Tenancy Act 
replaces the existing Residen-
tial Tenancy Act and elimin-
ates rent review and the Office 
of the Rentalsman by Septem-
ber 30, 1984. It transfers the 
jurisdiction of the rentalsman 
in disputes to the courts, 
effective October 1. Landlords 
are given the power to evict 
''without cause.'' Now • 'love . 
thy neighbour" takes on a new 
meaning. You have to live 
with them if vour landlord 
doesn't take to you for some 
reason. Keep your bags pack-
ed. 
Okay, had enough? Just one 
more to make your day. How 
are you feeling, anyway? 
Don't get down and above all, 
don't get sick. Your doctor is 
no longer your friend. First 
off, if you do get sick, can you 
afford to go to your doctor? 
Have you paid your medical 
premiums lately? .What if you 
need .. pilts',or other medicine, 
can you face the smile· and the 
bill that your pharmacist gives 
you? Oh, one more, there'll be 
a dispensing fee, please. Just 
wanted to give you some free 
educat~o,n. Bye now, stock 
up on apples. 
Dave Watson and Ian Lyon spent the balance of the 
evening trying to figure out how they were going to 
explain to everyone that they spent the entire 
Winnipeg drunk and can't remember a thing. Lisa 
Greenlies has temporarily decided not to pursue her ..... _________________ ...., v· alue Cheques 
plan of world domination and will instead open a Alexander came in to discuss his new three dee 
Holistic Health recording studio_in downtown Delta. photo process and was distracted by flashing lights 
Cathy Mak.owichuk., a front runner in the smart but on Ann Haron 's typesetting machine. The Women's basketball team 
shy competition at the paper, is anticipating having a Kathy Nichols and Stewart Woolverton read all the will be selling the remainder of 
really wild moving out party. Caroline Hardon spent palms and suggested somewhere in the Middle East their Value Cheques on Thursday 
the early evening laying out the back page and as a good place to hide. October 20 in the concourse. The 
feeling good because she didn't have to use her Peter julian, on a leave ,f absence from the U.N., funds go towards setting up a 
Ventolin. dropped by to use our phone for long distance calls, scholarship fund as well as new 
Bill 'hardwick. had been there earlier, but had ostensibly to Dan Htlborn, Canada's newest ambas- uniforms for the team. However 
disappeared to head a high level task force on the sador to East Tibor. they have been going fast so get 
problem of eccentric student newspapers. Hopefully we didn't leave anyone out. Murray them while you can. They are 
Brian Pharez showed everyone his new buttons, Budden and Wendy van Halderer will not appear in only$ 6 and have over $600 worth 
including the one from his new singles club. Eddy this article however, as we forgot them. of coupons with discounts rang-
from fast foods to plush hotels. 
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WOMEN GATHERING IN CHAIN FOR PEACE 
"We were inspired by other meant to live near the testing 
women's peace groups," said range. Low flying jets have a 
Jean Bennett, a member of shattering effect on the lives 
Women Gathering. "Our of residents, with houses 
camp in Cole Bay completed shaking so much that things 
the cycle of cruise missile fall off the shelves. The test-bY Jeanette Van Loon ing take~ place close to whc;re 
Reprinted from The Peak people hve, the woman satd, 
by Canadian University Press and she feels helpless and sad 
protesung. At Puget Sound, 
where production of the cruise 
is taking .,...place, in Seneca 
Falls, where shipping is being 
done, and in our camp, which 
is where testing is taking 
place, and Greenham com-
mon, the deployment site." 
Monika Gruenberg, who re-
cently visited the Greenham 
Common Women's Peace 
Camp, in England, brought 
back the tail of the dragon-a 
dragon's head sporting long 
banners made by many groups 
in support of the Greenham 
Common camp. 
The Greenham Common 
Women's Peace Camp started 
in 1981 to protest the sched-
uled deployment of cruise 
missiles there. Since NATO 
agreed to deploy 572 Amer-
in her fear of further reper-
cussions to her community. 
''We regained a lot of power 
during our peace camp and 
ritual. Power lost because we 
have become separate, and 
had not been given a voice and 
power behind that voice. I feel 
a lot more hopeful for the 
future now than before I went 
to the camp. There is a chance 
to make things better, and all 
we have to do is work together 
instead of against each oth-
er." 
A fire was burning in the 
centre of the ceremonial gr-
ounds, and our new world 
quilt was spread out in a circle 
around it. 
Two women were at the 
entrance to welcome us. As we 
started arriving we walked 
around the fire in a big circle 
expanding as more women 
arrived. We joined hands and 
formed a circle. 
I was one of 80 women who 
came from all over Canada 
and participated in the 
"Women Gathering to Stop 
the Cruise" peace camp/ ritual 
I action at Cole Bay, Saskatch-
ewan. Cole Bay is next to the 
Primrose Lake Air Weapons 
Range, a cruise missile testing 
site. 
Many reasons ·were behind 
women's decisions to go. For 
some, it meant participating in 
an action rather than watching 
from the outside. "I went {to 
Cole Bay) because I wanted a 
supportive atmosphere in 
which I could talk about my 
despair. I get scared whenever 
I think about the possibility of 
nuclear war, my stomach 
tightens, and I pretend that it 
just won't happen," said .one 
women as we were returnmg. 
''It was a very personal exper-
ience for me and for all the 
women there.'' 
Originally our camp was 
;m.J. 
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going to be Cold Lake, Alber-
ta. But two weeks before we 
left, we changed the location 
to Cole Bay, at the invitat·ion 
of the native people there, 
who were very supportive. 
''Like the cruise testing ran-
ge, the land we camped on 
once belonged to the Indians. 
By staying at their invitation, 
we supported them. The 
nauve women, 10 return, sut>-
ported us by participating in 
our camp," said] eanne Shaw, 
a participant from the Cold 
Lake peace camp this past 
summer, and was also a 
member of the Women Gath-
ering to Stop the Cruise. 
"We were also hoping to 
have an ongoing camp right 
next to the testing range, and 
ican-controlled cruise and Per-
shing 11 missiles pointed at 
Western Europe, public pro-
test has been enormous. And 
everywhere you look, of all the 
dedicated and energetic 
people working in the cause of 
disarmament, the majority are 
women. 
NATIONAL UNIVERSITIES WEEK 
Militarism dehumanizes and 
even encourages the use of 
violence to achieve and main-
tain power and wealth. The 
military is the most obvious 
example. But women are well 
aware of the "militarist" men-
tality in society as it works so 
well at maintaining men's 
power over women's lives. 
''We as women have to work 
in an atmosphere of male 
domination and are contin-
ually discriminated against 
and kept from getting good 
jobs" said one women at the 
camp. 
We participated in work-
shops entitled ''feminism I mil-
itarism'', connecting militar-
ism and rape, militarism and 
pornography, · militarism and 
power, militarism and the 
denial of emotions, and female 
subjugation. Women spoke of 
how we all live with the effects 
of militarism and how we 
constantly fear violence. 
"Women do have specific 
concerns about the threat of 
war, said Jean Bennett. 
"Women see the connections 
between violence against wo-
men and the violence of the 
arms race. The same mental-
ity underlies both types of 
violence.'' 
A native woman from the 
Cold Lake area told us what i't 
OTTAWA-- The free booze 
helps audience members 
maintain fixed, bureaucratic 
grins but erodes their resolve. 
to keep eyelids open. 
by Glen Sanford 
National Bureau Chief 
Canadian University Press 
However, the speaker is not 
disturbed by their lack of 
attention; in fact, he seems 
quite comfortable talking to a 
sea of smiling but lolling 
heads. Sometimes the listen-
ers jerk to wakefulness so they 
can dutifully turn pages of a 
carefully prepared speech, 
and take another sip of wine. 
The man at the podium is 
Serge Joyal, federal secretary 
of state and he's speaking of 
his government's deep con-
cern for post secondary educa-
tion. 
The Oct. 4 dinner in the plush 
Chateau Laurier dining hall is 
a highlight of National Univer-
sities Week -- a media-hype 
extravaganza aimed at "stim-
ulating attention to the accom-
plishments of individual insti-
tutions rather than continuing 
the refrain of underfunding,'' 
as the introductory speaker 
said. 
The Oct. 4 dinner in the 
plush Chateau Laurier dining 
hall is a highlight of National 
Universities Week -- a media-
hype extravaganza aimed at 
"stimulating attention to the 
accomplishments of individu~l 
inc;ritution s rather than contl-
nuing the refrain of under-
funding," as the introductory 
speaker said. 
Smartly dressed education 
bigwigs from all over Ottawa 
are there, wining and dining 
on the secretary of state's 
bill. They come from govern-
ment, local universities, and 
education-related groups such 
as the Association of Universi-
ties and Colleges of Canada, 
the primary architects of uni-
versities week. 
A notably under-represented 
group is, of course, students. 
Oh sure, the Canadian Feder-
ation of Students has a couple 
of people here, and the stu-
dent society presidents from 
Carleton and the University of 
Ottawa have shown up. In 
fact, the Carleton student 
president gave up the regular 
council meeting so he could 
attend. 
But decked out in -business 
suits and flashy dresses, the 
student delegates are hard to 
distinguish from the rest of 
the crowd. 
In fact, the only two people in 
the room who remotely smack 
of studentdom sit at the press 
table nervously taking notes 
for their journalism classes. 
Before Joyal's speech, they 
traded stories about crowded 
classrooms, cut programs and 
financial strife. 
But now they're eagerly list-
ening to Joyal explain how the 
government does not have to 
sacrifice high-quality educa-
tion to maintain its goal of 
:univ~rsal accessibility. "In 
Canada we have, with. consid-
erable success, developed a 
post secondary system that is 
both accessible and of high 
quality," he reads flatly from 
his speech to the sleepy 
crowd. 
"We have not had to make a 
trade off between the two in 
the recent past and I believe 
we should not consider such a 
trade off at this time." 
The absence of students is 
not all surprising. The event is 
not designed with reality in 
mind. Joyal is speaking of an 
education system that wel-
comes all students regardless 
of class, culture or sex, and 
provides them with an educa-
tion they both desire and find 
useful in pursuit of employ-
ment. 
His speech is not discolored 
by references to long registra-
tion line-ups, closed doors on 
many programs, long bureau-
cratic delays in the processing 
of student aid, the $10,000 
plus debt-load many students 
will leave university with, or 
other unsightly problems 
faced by students. 
He doesn't mention that B.C. 
universities have a five per 
cent cutback to look forward to 
next year, or that the Council 
of Ontario Universities says if 
funding doesn't increase insti-
tuitions will have to turn away 
more students to maintain 
quality, or that thousands ot 
high school graduates in Que-
bec were rejected from the 
community college system. 
His speech doesn't include 
predictions of more than 20 
per cent unemployment for 
young people well into 1985, 
or the toughening of student 
aid requirements in most pr-
ovinces. Nor does he talk of 
faculty hiring freezes, reduced 
student services, or labor str-
ife at campuses across the 
country. 
But Joyal does applaud uni-
versities week, and notes that 
universities across the country 
are opening their doors for 
public inspection and provid-
ing displays of their major 
accomplishments. 
Joyal takes time to give his 
own officials a pat on the back, 
and even praises provinces for 
their part in developing a 
strong accessible post second-
ary system. He says his gover-
nment will continue to keep 
education strong and finally 
he concludes: "accessibility 
will remain a key concern as 
we look to the future. The 
quality of life of thousands of 
young Canadians will be de-
termined in part by how we 
deal with this concern.'' 
"That ' s why we have the 
future in mind." 
That's the cue--the theme of 
the week. Eyes spark back to 
life and hands start clapping. 
Yes, another universities week 
event has reached a successful 
conclusion. 
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Vaughan on Duty with Men At Work 
"That's the only reason I'm 
here'' said the guy in front of 
me to his girlfriend seated 
beside him. This was the 
not-so-seldom heard reason 
why last Thursday night's 
concert had one of the best-
h:v Stuart W uolverton 
attended warm-up acts that 
this reviewer has seen or 
heard of yet. 
Steve Ray Vaughan is the 
name; ..-wblues guitar is the 
game. He took 55 minutes to 
prove that he is one of the best 
in the biz, and had the 
scheduling allowed it, he 
would have been called back 
for more 
people who came early spec-
ifically to catch his act, and a 
lot of whom would have been 
quite happy just to see him 
headlining his own show. 
He and his back-up band, 
Double Trouble, clearly came 
to entertain, and from· the 
moment they were introduced, 
they did just that. The eight 
songs they played were for the 
most part straight-ahead blues 
rock, showing off some cuts 
from the album, Texas Flood, 
and some renditions of Oldies-
but-Goodies from the days of 
my youth. 
Straight from the introduc-
tion, Steve showed that he was 
afraid of nothing and ripped 
right into two hot instrumen-
tals that lasted better than 10 
minutes. He went through 
some material from the al-
bum, and when he got to his 
signature song, Texas Flood, 
he really started showing off, 
playing a behind-the-back solo 
that electrified the crowd. 
Afterwards, more instrumen-
tals, including a mini-medley 
of Hendrix songs that also 
took me back awhile. He 
closed the show with a real 
Hendrix-like performance that 
included walking his battered-
looking Strat across the stage 
by the tremolo bar, and send-
ing his amps wild with feed-
back. 
Double Trouble provided a 
good, tight back-up beat that 
did not overpower but comp-
limented Steve's great guitar 
work. There was a minor 
problem in that Steve, being 
primarily an instrumental tal-
ent, was a bit weak on the 
vocals, especially when he was 
trying to sing over his blister-
ing finger work. They were 
also faced with the bane of 
bands playing in hockey rinks 
everywhere; the bass end of 
the sound tended to get lost up 
10 the 
these common drawbacks, the 
show was great. Steve has a 
great stage presence, and has 
his roots firmly implanted in 
Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton, 
and (gasp!) ZZ Top, which 
shows heavily in his vocal 
style, mannerisms, and play-
ing style. 
Steve Ray Vaughan will def-
inately be expected back with-
in the next year or few 
months, hopefully headlining 
his own show. 
As the lights came back on 
after the set from Steve Ray 
Vaughan, I took a quick glance 
around and found that there 
were still a fair number of 
floor seats empty, and that 
condition did not resolve itself 
as the ''main act'' took the 
floor. 
"The Men" have changed 
their style a bit since I went to 
see them at the Queen E. last 
year, when they were being 
billed as the phenomenom 
from Australia. Their bar-
band gone big sound of last . 
year has been replaced in 
some places by a semi-
polished professional one, and 
I'm not sure whether or not I 
like the change. · 
On one hand, this comes as a from the sedateness and laid-
welcome relief as they seem to back attitude that was prev-
be moving on to ''bigger and alent at the beginning of the 
better'' which shows in their show. 
expanded stage show, more The one thing about this 
gags, better lighting, and lots show that was a pleasant 
of speakers, with two banks of surprise was that the sound 
them suspended from the was excellent. The four banks 
ceiling above the crowd. They of speakers used and mention-
even had props, with large ed earlier were well pl{lced 
white-painted cut-out palm and well set up. There was 
trees and clouds. great .loud sound, but with 
accoustic within recent mem-
ory that I can remember 
coming out of without having 
my ears ringing from residual 
sound and extra noise. In 
other words, really 
sound. · 
Sum total: a good show, 
not tor all the right 
Next time they come to town, 
think I' II skip it-another victim 
of too much commercializing, 
with no hope of improvement 
in the immediate future. 
On the other hand, I miss the echoes and no extra noise. 
raw, rough edges that their This was the first non-sound used to have, and the,_.;:..:.:.:.:..._.....:...:.........:.......:.. ___________________ ..,. 
bar band type of intimacy that 
they used to have with their 
audiences; the kind of stuff 
that made them really enjoy-
able to listen to. In other 
words, what they have gained 
in professionalism, they have 
lost in respect. 
At any rate, the audience in 
the Coliseum didn't seem to 
be too worried about seman-
tics such as these. They 
cheered The Men onto the L-------------~.....:..-----------..J 
stage, laughed in the right 
places, and as a whole, rather 
seemed to enjoy themselves. 
As I said earlier, there are a 
:few things about the group 
that seem to detract from their 
i.mage of general humor and 
their ability to not take them-
selves too seriously; namely 
Colin Hay's statement that 
they were there to entertain 
for the next hour and a half 
(that's all they were there for, 
no more) and his general 
listlessness during the rend-
ition of "Overkill". It was also 
noticeable that he wasn't hav-
ing anywhere near as much 
fun on stage as he usually 
does, as most of the clowning 
was provided by the group's 
other front man, Greg Ham. I 
was having serious thoughts 
about whether Mr. Hay had 
fallen victim to the old plague 
of musicians; taking himself to 
of musicians; taking himself 
too seriously. However, it was 
pointed out to me by my 
advisor that Colin Hay is the 
type of performer who thrives 
off feedback from his aud-
ience. This became noticeable 
and allayed my fears as he 
became more alert and lively 
as the audience did. 
The band tore through sev-
eral songs from both of their 
:albums, as well as some new 
stuff that I didn't recognize, 
and as the show progressed, 
Hay lossened up and the jokes 
started to come out. Joke? 
What America's Cup Joke? 
Who told those people that 
they could leave to go and 
smoke up? As the show went 
on, they got a better and 
better reaction out of the 
crowd, until the "real fans" in 
the crowd were exhorted to 
come on down in front, they 
did. The area in front of the 
stage was packed, and people 
were jammed into the aisles, 
and on top of seats, a far cry 
Lasers and Digital Music 
When was the last ttme you the computer code needed to 
played a record? Did you hear produce the sound. 
anything that you didn't like? And while a record has to be 
For most of us, the pops and read through PHYSICAL con-
ticks that we hear when play- tact with the diamond stylus of 
ing LPs and 45s are an your turntables' cartridge, 
Vic Cromarty 
accepted, if unwelcome part of 
the total sound. Even brand 
new just of the shrink wrap 
discs are prone to this annoy-
,ing problem. 
Do we really have to put up 
with it though? Philips of 
Holland and Sony think not. 
This is because these two 
giants of the home electronics 
field have put their corporate 
heads together and come up 
with what will soon become an 
intergral part of everybody's 
stereo system. It's called the 
Digital Audio Disc, or DAD for 
short. 
The DAD, or as it's some-
times called, the Compact 
Disc (CD) promises to com-
pletely change the consumers 
listen to music. This is the 
result of the complex techn-
ologies involved in the manu-
facture of the CD and its 
associated player. 
Well, what's so special about 
the DAD? To start with, it 
stores musical information in 
an entirely new fashion. It 
uses advanced computer chips 
called microprocessors to en-
code and decode sound 
DIGITALLY. This di~ital code 
tells the CD player exactly 
what the sound should be 
when it finally reaches your 
stereo from the disc. 
Conventional records store 
sound through the use of 
wiggly grooves molded in 
plastic. CDs store this same 
information as a series of 
microscopic pits that are the 
mechanical representation of 
CD is scanned by an 
laser which REFLECTS 
the surface of the rapidly 
spinning disc. 
Because the music is stored 
as a code, copies made will 
sound much better than what 
you are used to ~ In fact, it will 
be the next best thing to 
'actually owning the original 
master tape. If the disc is 
recorded and played back next 
to the original, Y,OU should not 
be able to tell the difference, 
at least in theory. 
Second, you won't have to 
worry about those annoying 
noises we talked about at the 
beginning. This is because of 
the digital error correction 
circuitry built in to every DAD 
player. 
Thirdly, the sound that you 
hear will have louder musical 
peaks and much softer quiet 
spots due to the nature of the 
encoding. This increase in 
DYNAMIC RANGE, coupled 
with the discs ability to 
duce sound with greater 
uracy than we are used to, 
give us the impression of 
being more r~!!-listic. 
Then there is the matter of 
price. Right now, digital tech-
nology is not cheap. With 
prices ranging upwards of 
eight hundred dollars, you're 
not going to be running out 
and buying a couple of players 
for Xmas presents unless 
you're very well off. 
Oh yeah, start saving up for 
better speakers and a· more 
powerful amplifier t? handle 
all this clean dynam1c sound. 
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:ARGAMES, So REAL, THEY'RE FUN. 
I could hear the enemy 
moving through the bush 
somewhere ahead of us. I 
· nailed ''Mad Dog '' Ham-
my photographer and 
the best point man alt've in the 
Eastern Theatre, but he 'd 
heard it too . Narrowing my 
steely eyes with cruel deter-
mination , I huddled lower in 
the dense undergrowth to 
await my quarry . Mad Dog's 
face showetl 7hat he was 
thinking the same thing I was: 
let the Commie bastard make 
the first move . We profession-
als always think alike . 
by Chris W attie 
Reprinted from the Charlatan 
by Canadian University Press 
The cool barrel of my trusty 
pistol lay motionless against 
the firm line of my iron jaw, 
ready to stn'ke another blow 
for democracy and the Amer-
ican Way. With szlent cat-like 
movements I rechecked my 
cartn'dge and took off the 
safety. Now all we had to do 
was wait. 
Suddenly he was in sight. 
Slinking lzke the pinko sub-
""'r"'.·" ·p that he was, our target 
t out from behing a tree 
not twenty feet away from 
where we waited in ambush . 
He turned his beady little eyes 
left , then right , seeming to 
stare right at me . I remained 
as motionless as a rock, 
though my trigger finger itch-
ed with anticipation . Any sec-
ond now I'd have one more 
enemy of free enterprise to 
add to my tally . 
His suspicious KGB-inspired 
mind satisfied , the enemy 
began to scurry across the 
open ground to' my right, 
never suspecting the torrent of 
righteous death I was about to , 
unleash. My pistol leapt iiuo 
action with a life all its own . I 
lined up the swine in my 
sights, drooling at the thought 
of his socialist head exploding 
into a red mist . 
"Die Commie pig-dog" 
screamed in triumph as 
squeezed off my shot: For a 
second he turned in 
isbelieving horror as my 
sped toward its target. 
SPLAT! My bullet had 
homed in on its mark, thanks 
to my expert marksmanship . 
The enemy sank slowly to the 
ground as a wet sticky sub-
stance began to spread from a 
point directly between his 
eyes. 
Another agent of the Kremlin 
bites the dust , I thought with 
satisfaction . I felt no more 
remorse than if I had squash-
ed a fly. He was just another 
enemy of the American Way, 
and besides the I'd shot him 
with would wear off in a day or 
two . That's right . It wa'sn't 
Vietnam in the '60s, it wasn ' t 
Angola in the ' 70s , it was 
somewhere near Perth , Ontar-
io on September 18, 1983 and 
Strike Force Charlatan was 
here to play the National 
Survival Game. · 
The National Survival Game 
was devised a few years ago in 
(where else?) the United 
States by someone with a 
sense of fun even more warp-
ed than my own. The idea is to 
give jaded North American 
thrill-seekers the feel of com-
bat without messy blood and 
bodies cluttering up. the land-
scape . 
There are four game sit-es in 
Ontario, and a few others 
across Canada. Through some 
advertising but mostly by 
word of mouth , the game ' s 
popularity has mushroomed in 
its two-year existence here . 
Games happened every day 
this summer in Perth, and we 
waited two weeks before get-
ting our chance to don fat-
igues, grab our gear , and test 
our skills . Most of the men 
(there were three women), 
were in their late twenties, 
early thirties , and many have 
been here before . 
The game site is about one 
square mile of bush and 
swamp just outside Perth with 
boundaries marked off with 
bright orange tape. Each of 
the two 18-man teams has a 
flag set on opposite ends of 
the playing area, and the 
object of the game is to 
capture your opponents' flag 
and bring it back to your own 
flag area first. 
To achieve this goal each of 
the combatants is given a 
carbon dioxide pistol and 30 
bullets full of paint. What 
makes the whole thing worth-
while is the prospect of nailing 
a member of the other team 
with a large dollop of paint. If 
your' re hit by one of these 
little wonders you are 'dead' 
;~.nd get to sit out the rest of 
che w'ar in the comfort of your 
: ommand post along with a 
:ommemorative welt on the 
spot where you were hit. 
As I stood over my somewhat 
bedazzled victim, Mad Dog 
Hammond moved up to me 
with his usual cat-like swift-
ness . "Christ, Wattie, calm 
down," he muttered, uneasily 
scanning nearby trees for 
snipers, "It's only a game ." 
"Only a game!?" I scream-
ed wiping the froth from the 
corners of my mouth, "Don't 
you realize what we're doing 
here? Don't you see the 
crucial point of this entire 
bizarre excursion?'' 
" Uh have fun?" he asked, 
nervously backing away from 
the sight of a khaki clad, 
war-painted , screaming and 
heavily armed reporter . Mad 
Dog was obviously losing his 
grip, something that happens 
to the best of us under combat 
conditions . How could I make 
his alcohol befuddled brain 
understand that this was no 
game, this was war. 
Mad Dog and I had been 
drinking heavily since the 
beginning of the game , a 
medical necessity considering 
the warped atmosphere surr-
ounding this entire venture. 
What had begun as an inn-
ocent search for adventure on 
a boring Sunday afternoon had 
bec.ome something much more 
omtnous . 
"Look," I said, speaking as 
slowly and clearly as I possibly 
could , "if we wanted to get 
the feel of a war situation, 
we'd probably have to go to 
some place nasty like El 
Salvador or Lebanon, right?" 
We had been wandering 
around for half an hour now, 
ostensibly on a mad dash for 
the enemy's flag. Tactics in 
the Survival Game are rud-
imentary at best and most 
games tend to devolve into 
running firefights after about 
ten minutes of manoeuvring. 
Our team's agreed upon plan 
was to send most of our people 
on a frontal assault of the 
enemies ' defences leaving a 
small defence force at our 
flag, while an elite commando 
force snuck around behind 
them and stole their flag . 
Mad Dog and I agreed to join 
the commando force largely 
because it offered the best 
opportunity to slip off and do 
what we were there to do . 
Blast away at anything that 
moved. 
At Mad Dog's nervous insis-
tence we left the scene of our 
ambush in search of new prey. 
Racing silently · through the 
forest, we listened for the 
telltale sounds of unwary en-
emies ripe to be pounced upon 
by seasoned veterans like 
ourselves. Already we had 
nailed four of the suckers 
between us and we were 
feeling very fine, very 
Our first intimation of trouble 
was the terrifying pop of a 
pistol and the slap of a paint 
bullet against a tree six inches 
away from my head . We threw 
ourselves into a small hollow 
in a rather unelegant and 
panicked swan dive. 
"Shit," I swore as enemy 
pistols sounded around us, 
"where the hell are they?" It 
sounded like about fifty angry 
Viet Cong out there zeroing in 
on our woefully shallow 
cubbyhole . 
Mad Dog began swearing 
furiously as paint bullets whiz-
zed over our heads. "If you'd 
stopped screaming 'Die Com-
mie Pig-Dog' every time you 
hit someone , this wouldn ' t 
have happened,'' he snarled 
at me between expletives . 
" Shut up ," I replied , ''I'm 
trying to think ." Actually I 
was trying not to wet my 
genuine Israeli combat pants . 
It was impossible to tell where 
_the buggers were shooting 
from or how many there were . 
This was rapidiy becoming 
an extremely unpleasant ex-
perience . Being the focus of 
attention for ten to twenty 
armed and vicious maniacs 
was a good excuse to go into a 
panic striken frenzy of terror . 
" Hey," I said as casually as I 
could to Mad Dog, "why don't 
you stick up your head and try 
and see where they are?'' This 
seemed like a good plan to me, 
but Mad Dog apparently 
didn't agree. 
''Have you lost your alleged 
mind?" he asked . 
"Lis ten, don ' t worry. I' II 
cover you,'' I replied, trying to 
sound sincere. I actually had 
no intention of exposing my-
self to the wrath of those 
lunatics out there , but why tell 
him that? · 
"Besides," I added~ ."you'll 
only have to show your eyes 
up there . They'll never hit a 
target that small .'' Fortun-
ately the medicine had done 
an adequate job of twisting 
Mad Dog's already marginal 
brain, for after a few minutes 
of cajoling, he agreed to take a 
look. 
The poor fool never knew 
what hit him. The next thing I 
heard was a loud ' ' gish '' and 
when I looked over at Mad 
Dog he had slipped back down 
into our foxhole with white 
paint covering most of his 
head . 
This called for quick think-
ing . Faced with the prospect 
of staying in the foxhole with a 
very upset partner, dealing 
with the enemies outside 
seemed downright inviting . I 
scrambled out of cover and 
began sprinting in whatever 
direction looked promising . 
I was hit almost immediately . 
Three high-velocity paint bul-
lets struck my left leg , right 
armpit , and left hank respect-
ively. They hurt. I hit the 
ground, covering my head 
with both arms and wailing 
"Komerad" as loudly and as 
often as I could. I had no 
desire to add any more welts 
to my collection . 
The camouflaged enemy that 
bounded out of the under-
growth didn't look particularly 
dangerous, but there's no 
sense taking chances so I kept 
on whimpering pitifully . 
"Help (gasp) ... w?und~? 
Geneva Conventton ... I 
groaned . 
"Pretty good shot eh?" my 
assassin remarked smugly . He 
noticed my condition of total 
personality breakdown and 
asked what was wrong. 
''I'm hit (gurgle) ... medic .. . 
need medic ... '' 
"Hey, calm down man," he 
said with what passed for a 
placating grin, "It's only a 
game." · 
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we would be a whole lot better 
with the Native people in Cole 
Bay than with the military 
people (in Cole Lake)," said 
Shaw. 
Women went to protest cru-
ise missile testing, but there 
were other reasons. Women 
gathered to discuss how mili-
tarism affects our society, 
especially the lives of women, 
and to renew our strength in 
working towards a peaceful 
society. 
Tests of"the guidance system 
were suspended recently in 
the United States because of 
technical problems. This 
raises the fear a missile could 
veer off course and crash in 
populated areas near Cold 
Lake. 
() T H E 
Canada agreed formally on 
July 15 to test the American-
made missile in Alberta. The 
Primrose Lake area was cho-
sen for its similarity with 
terrain in the Soviet Union. It 
is flat and white in winter and 
is sparsely populated, explain-
ed Jeanne Shaws. "The gov-
ernment conveniently forgot 
that the area is inhabited very 
much by natives." 
Our stay at the camp culmin-
ated in a ritual, where we 
destroyed symbols of our mil-
itarist society, and reaffirmed 
our hope for a peaceful future. 
Standing around a fire, each 
woman brought a slip of 
paper. On the paper was 
wntten what she most hated 
about militarism. 
" .. .I burn my fear ... I burn 
my silence .. .I banish the con-
When yqu've got 
Molson Malt 
you've got it all! 
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trol that others have over my 
life .. .I burn my fear that my 
children may not have a 
chance to grow up ... " 
One woman put her diary in 
the fire, and with it her past. 
Anger and despair descen-
ded upon us one by one as the 
symbols were burned. But 
then we talked about what 
makes us feel powerful. Be-
longing to the peace camp 
group, sharing common goals 
and feeling the support of 
friends, were all mentioned as 
power-g1vtog. One woman 
simply walked around the 
inside of the circle and said 
"this is what makes me feel 
powerful.'' 
Finally, we each took turns 
creating a "New World 
Quilt'', symbolizing our wish-
es for a new society, and 
containing contributions from 
all of us. 
Now our mood was positive 
and hopeful. 
We left the camp, each with a 
package of seeds given to 
remind us of the experience, 
and to help us draw upon our 
collective strength. 
But militarism quickly show-
ed its face, in the form of an 
unmarked police car following 
our bus to the Cold Lake base. 
The police stopped us, warn-
ing us not to enter the base 
area. We drove as far as the 
base border, and as soon as 
we stepped outside, the Mili-
tary and RCMP erected a road 
block, halting all traffic in and 
out of the base. 
Now the brush-cut policemen 
began to photograph us, 
wpich we interpreted as an 
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obvious attempt at intimida-
tion. 
The women formed a circle. 
After a couple of minutes of 
silence, we sang one of our 
ritual songs: 
We are the flow 
We are the ebb 
We are the weavers 
We are the web. 
Two women planted 
seeds outside the base, sym-
bolizing their hope for chang 
in the area. We were followed 
all the way home. 
Our gathering has resulted in 
an on-going women's peace 
camp at Cole Bay. Currently 
there are five women on the 
~i~e, and more are planning to 
)010. 
The international chain of 
women standing up against 
militarism will not be 
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DOUGLAS SOCCER 
Last Saturday another one of loss seemed to be over-
those games that needed an confidence on the part of the 
audience was played at Sap- D.C. players. 
penon Park before a mere This overconfidence allowed 
handful of spectators who a Royal Roads Player to walk 
were outnumbered by ths, untouched and score after only ' 
by Stewart Woolverton 
two minutes had gone by from 
the opening kickoff. It took a 
few minutes for the Douglas 
playe-rs to recover, and then 
-p"'ia·y·e·r·s· .. -If-t"'h .. ts-·s-ou·n~d·s~li!'l"k•e-the battle was on. Twenty· 
another attempt to make you · three minutes into the game, 
feel guilty for not going to see Baljit Mann set up Paul 
YOUR team.J>lay, you're right; Dickey with a good lead pass 
it is! ' right up the middle which Paul 
p 0 R T S 
The Douglas College Men's ran on to and blasted a shot at 
Soccer Team could have used the Royal Roads goal. He then 
a lot of support from all of you picked up his own rebound 
as they came out on the wrong and ran it into the net in the goal. But the good guys shot, and scored, tying it at as goalkeepers at both ends 
side of a 4-3 score against midst of a cloud of players and refused to give up, and after a 2-2. were called upon to make 
Royal Roads Military College. dust, tying it up at 1-1. few close chances, Dickey In the 39th minute, Royal saves, until the 30th minute 
The game, one that see-sawed Less than one minute later, again had a run onto ' the ball Roads scored again, taking when, gai~ing the advantage 
back and forth, was not really though, Royal Roads came which left him in the clear on advantage of D.C's 3·3-4 on a free ktck in the D.C. end, 
one of Douglas' better ones, back and made it 2-1 with the the right side, so he took alignment, which was without Royal Roads scored from a 
and the main reason for the same kind of la as their first e of the situatio , the extra man back to cover; rebound. 
"A MOVIE WITH ALL 'THE RIGIIT SlUFF ..• ' 
Tom Wolfe's book now comes to the screen in epic, 




How the future hexan. 
A ROBERT CHARTOFF IRWIN WINKLER PRODUCTION of A PHILIP KAUFMAN FILM "THE RIGHT STUFF" 
CHARLES FRANK SCOn GLENN ED HARRIS LANCE HENRIKSEN SCOn PAULIN DENNIS QUAID 
SAM SHEPARD FRED WARD KIM STANLEY BARBARA HERSHEY VERONICA CARTWRIGHT PAIMELA REED 
MuSic by BILL CONTI D~reciO< of Photography CALEB DESCHANEL Bosed on the Bool< by TOM WOLFE 
Producec by IRWIN WINKLER and ROBERT CHART OFF Wntten f0< the Screen and D~rected by PHILIP KAUFMAN 
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ADULT ACCOMPANIMENT 
OPENS FRIDAY OCTOBER 21ST at the CENTRE 
and the LOUGHEED MALL. . 
what they were used to. This D.C. player~ h~d many good 
closed out scoring on the first ch.ances unul,, 10 t~~ 42nd 
half with Royal Roads ahead m10ute when Chuck closed 
3·2.' the gap to make it 4-3 via a 
The second half was a bit well-placed head ball from a 
harder fought, as more fouls corner kick. Unfortunatle~, 
were called and both teams further chances after .thts 
played more aggressively. The proved to be a case of too ltttle 
most memorable of these was too late, and that was the way 
when Paul Dickey was given a it stood; 4-3 for the Royal 
yellow card for what we on ~he Roads over the good_ guys. 
sidelines construed as be10g Do~ Lobo played w~ll 10 goal 
"putting extra effort into a aga10, and Paul Dtckey and 
tackle" 13 minutes into the Glen Hayward, had a good 
second halt. game out front. Next: on to 
After that, play got scramblyMalaspina. 
THEY BLEW IT AGAIN 
On Sunday, the Men's soc- fo~ght by both teams to put 
cer team played one of the the ball in the net, with good 
best games of the season, chances had by both sides. 
losi~~ out in a tou~h 1-0 It was a fairly clean Qlav.ed 
dectswn to Malasl?10a at game, with players too numer-
Moody Park. Malasp10a, who ous to mention who played 
are hel~ to be one ?f the best well; everyone on the team 
teams 10 the p~ov10ce, w~re contributed. It was a good day 
lucky to leave wtthout gett10g for spectators, as well, as 40 of 
scored upon . ' you showed up at one time or 
The game's only goal was another· a record attendance 
scored 14 ·mtnutes 10to the for us . ' 
game when . Malaspina for- Thenext game for the team 
wards broke 10 on goal on the is another home game, to be 
right side, drawing out played next Saturday(October 
'keeper Don Lobo and putting· 22) at Sapperton Park at 
the ball in the far corner of the 1:OOpm. Our opponents: 
net behind him. After that it Okanagan College Lakers . 
was a hard- itched battle Please· be I 
HOCKEYPLAYERSNEEDED 
$20 will get you ice time Wednesday mornings 
from 7:15 to 8:45, till December 
GoaliesDon'thaveto pay 
For More Information 
see Betty Lou Hayes office 1338 
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() THER·ENTER T A TN ME NT 
John Glenn Launches Takeoff With The Right Stuff 
Most people probably won't 
read Tom Wolfe's four year 
old story of the astronauts. 
The Right Stuff, no matter 
how many great reviews it 
gets. 
by Datl Hilborn 
Instead they'll probably 
find themselves queuing up in 
some theatre line-up to see 
what will likely be the newest 
hit movie of the year. 
Imagine ~ourself as a test 
pilot flying experimental rock-
et powered airplanes for the 
US in 1957. The Soviet Union 
has just successfully launched 
Sputnik 1, the first man-made 
object to the earth and the 
Americans biggest claim to 
fame in space 1s their fatality 
The astronauts consider 
themselves the epitome of the 
old test pilots with thdr 
righteous most sought after 
stuff. These first seven space 
gliders have never been left 
behing at anything, and now 
they are the single combat 
warriors on the newest' fron-
tier. 
Wolfe manages to describe 
the terror and sorrow of those 
involved in the NASA program 
with amazing realism but what 
he misses on is the disappoint-
ment of those who fail to make 
the grade, or, in other words , 
don't hang onto the stuff. 
Wolfe spends too much time 
admonishing ] ohn Glenn, 
"the only space traveller 
whose apple-pie image wasn't 
AT THE JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY, you 
can taste for yourself why our whiskey is so 
smooth. 
As soon as you sip the water we 
use_, you can tell it's 
something special. 
That's because it flows, 
pure and iron,free, 
from a limestone 
spring located deep 
under the ground. 
underllrc•undst>rmll At Jack Daniel 
Distillery, we've used this iron,free 
water since our founder settled here 
in 1866. Once you try our whiskey, 
we believe, you'll know why we 
always will. 
·= • Glltnl 
1913 
H 10u'd ~~. 1 boolleloboul Joe:~ Dan>fl's WlnsU,. wrolt us oltlltr llrro '" l1ncllbura. Trnnrsser 37352. US A 
a lie'' with anecdotes of his 
preaching to the other Mer-
cury test subjects. He is the 
straight guy among the astros, 
lecturing to the others on the 
evils of tarnishing NASA's 
reputation by their Flying & 
Drinking and Drinking & 
priving and Driving & Ball-
mg. 
The fact that Glenn is port-
rayed as the perfect Presb-
yterian preaching pilot is no 
small oversight when you 
realize he is one of the 
Democratic Party's president-
ial candidates for the next 
election. The other astronauts 
even suspect his political 
ambitions as early as 1963, 
when his flight, the third of 
the space program receives 
the biggest hurrah. Glenn 
becomes America's favourite 
son, and Wolfe does a 
damnably admirable job of 
trying to recreate the euphoria 
in the book. 
Wolfe's pseudo-gonzo style 
writing about the essence of 
the right stuff includes some 
of the most graphic descrip-
tions of the fatal and near test flights ~ncluding Chuck 
catastrophic disasters that Yeagers 1963 attempt to set a 
plagued many of the earliest new altitude record in the 
- NF-104. 
NEARYO . 
CHECK YOUR LOCAL liSTINGS FOR DETAILS. 
Subject to classification. 
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GarY's Place -DOUGLASC~ 
Every Thursday afternoon A y 
from 2:00pm til 7:00 p~. in 
S' wiihMusicbyJames 
I' ODE ~t~: to kn~w your class mates bNTS ! : College Place Hotel 740 Carnarvon St. 521-3757 h e musoc, dandng and tot I r A.fter class enjoy a 
ost every thursday from 2pma .:;:~~flon. We are your 
(beside the courthouse) 
EAT AT GARY'S 
'Try our sandwidtes 
: ... >.'?.~ :~~~.~~:·:~~!food. great prices ... 
: /0% off for D·C· stUd········:··: 
: staff _ents & : ~ on all sandwidtes. ~. 
: .·. ~~~~~~ .~pecial: Soup . 65¢ ~ 
Hours;sooam t~ ~~· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·: 
631 Camaroon St. 521-5713 
The Other p . stud ress IS Douglas C ll ' 
undeern!h:ewspaper published sev:ra~~~ s autonomous 
Phone 525~S~).•':ts .of The Other Publ~~a~:o: sem~ster Dougla~ <_:oUege vi~'s~~ff to Box 2503 700 R: ~icAty. 
AdvertlSIO Y ve. 
The Oth gprates on request. 
er ress i Press. Anyon s. a. member of Canad. . 
as long as you~ ~:i Jdom or contribute to t~:no~hmveprsity 
u ent and not a · k er ress Jer . 
THE 1983-84 CANADA 
STUDENT LOANS PROGRAM 
The Government of Canada haS made soma important changes to the Canada Student 
Loans Act. These changes. approved by ParliartJent. are now in effect. 
• Guaranteed loans to part-tbne students · Info mation and applic tion fonns available from your provincial student aid authority 
or through the Department of the SecretarY of state. 
(telephone toll-free, t-800-567 -9602) 
• Increased weekly st'IJdellt loaD 1iJDits for fUll~ stud& ts Information available froiil your provincial student aid authority . 
• Interest relief and deferred repayJD8D.t of capital for unexnployed bOrrowers 
Information and a &;ation forlliS available froiil your local Canada Employment 
Centre. lending inst tion or throUgh the nepartment of the SecretarY of State. 
(telephone toll-free. t-sOQ-567 -9602) 
• Special relief for disablet\,bOI'J.'OWC:!l'S Contact your lending institution or the De~t of the SecretarY of State. 
(telephone toll-free, 1-800·567 -9602) THECANADASTUDENTLOANSPROGRAM 
AN , ~MENT IN YOU 
AN INVESTMENT IN cANADA 




BIM Sunday October 23 Soft Rock Cafe 
HOLLY ARNTZEN Sunday October 26 Soft Rock Cafe 
POWDER BLUES October28-29 The Armouries (UBC) 
TACO October 29 Commodore 
MENTAL AS ANYTHING Thursday November 3 
Commodore Ballroom 
JOANBAEZNovember4 Q.E Theatre 
TillRD WORLD November 9 Commodore 
COLLEGE 
HALtOWEEN SOCIAL 
Friday October 28 6:00 pro-witching hour 
(midnight fur all those who have forlJ>tten) 
costumes optional fun, games. prizes Royal site 2nd floor cafeteria 
HALLOWEEN SOCIAL Maple Ridge site 
Saturday Octoba-29 
7:00pm to Witching hour (mignight) 
costumes optional fun,games,prizes 
FREE LEGAL ADVICE 
Twice a month, every second Thursday 
Next clinic- October 20 7:00pm- 8:00pm 
You must advance register with tte Student SOciety 
COLLEGE MUSIC RECITALS 
FACULTY RECITAL Michael Strutt, guitar 
November 3 !2:30pm Theatre 
ROY REYNOLDS QUARTET 
November 10 !2:30pm theatre 
WOMEN'S SEXUALITY .. MYTHSANDFACfS 
October 25 7 - 10 pm room 1807 Pre-register in theW omen's Centre 
OCTOBER 19TH 1983 
STAGE 
DEATH OF A SALESMAN 
till October 22 Q.E Playhouse 
DIARY OF ANNE FRANK 
till October 29 
Playhouse-Queens Park New West 
SCREEN 
TWILIGHT ZONE /CREEPSHOW 
October 21-23 Savoy 
STARSTRUCK 
Sunday October 22 Midnip,ht Savoy 
AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN 
LONDON/CAT PEOPLE 
October 24&25 7:30 Savoy 
CITIZEN CANE 
October 24-25 7:30 Vancouver East Cinema 
BODYHEAT/ 
AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN 
October 28-30 7:30 Vancouver East Cinema 
ALFRED HITCHCOCK FESTIVAL 
VERTTGO RIDGE THEATRE 
October21-27 7:15- &9:30 
ROPE 
CX!tober 28-November 7:30 9:15 
THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY 
November 4-10 7 ;30 9;30 
THE~WHONEWTOOMUCH 
November 11-16 7;30 9;30 
REAR WINDOW 
November 18-24 7:159:30 
